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Document Scanner app is the best for scanning documents in high-quality PDF format and PNG output. Scan pictures, written documents, and graphical material and printed documents. You can also add pictures and photos for scanning from the camera roll by Doc Scanner application. Quickly scan any kind of document in your office or homes like receipts, class notes, bills, book pages and anything within seconds. Now scanning documents is no more difficult for you just install and file scan. Pdf scanner application is necessary for every person if you are a school student, college student, university student, business person or any other person. Document Scanner - Scan PDF & Image to Text is a very simple and fastest app to scan photo in high quality and instantly convert into PDF, PNG and JPEG format so you can share scan documents, notes, magazines, articles and any kind of paper that you want. This scanner app makes your office work smarter.
 
Download and use this scanner app so you can easily scan pic to pdf, print any written and graphical material including business cards, receipts of your expense, contracts for your client, and articles for further reading. Add OCR reader text recognition support, convert image to text with support over 50 languages. Image to text app automatically detects the specific corner of the document that you want to scan. You can also crop the particular part of the document by pdf to text app. There are many auto correcting features in scanner pdf app like removing shadows, adjusting brightness and straightening the image for good quality and better results. Document scanner online is very easy to use and the best photoscan application. Another great feature of pdf scanner app is QR code reader you can easily decode, scan and share barcode. You can add widgets to the home screen for your convenience. You can also backup your files to have peace of mind of not losing your files. 

 Highlights of Document Scanner -  Scan PDF & Image to Text app: 

 ðŸ”¹ Scanner: 

Download the scanner app for documents so your smartphone can turn into a fast file scanner. You can also share these scanned documents via other social media.
 ðŸ”¹ Photo to PDF: 

By scanner application, you can convert photos to PDF file, PNG and JPEG output and youâ€™ll also able to edit the file after save.
 ðŸ”¹ Easy Scanning: 

Document Scanner - Scan PDF & Image to Text application can scan any types of paper, receipts, book pages, articles, business cards, and class notes so you can easily manage your scanned documents. 
 ðŸ”¹ Camera Scanner: 

A clear scanner application is a camera scan with good quality PDF and PNG output. Fast scanner application can scan documents clearly and save to PDF files and share via different file sharing app.
 ðŸ”¹ OCR Optical Character Recognition:
 
Extract text from photo OCR scanner app, you can convert image to text so you can edit, search and share text to other apps.
 ðŸ”¹ Advanced Document Editing: 

An image scanner can automatically detect the specific part of the document that you want to scan. To get the best image quality. You can also add many filters for the document manager when you scan a document. 
 ðŸ”¹ E-signature App 

A  document scanner can easily manage any type of digital signature. You can add any signature in print documents or written documents in different sizes.
 ðŸ”¹ QR Code Scanner: 

Document Scanner - Scan PDF & Image to Text application also has a QR code reader feature so you can automatically recognize any type of QR & Barcode.

Permission Overview: 

1. Storage: Document Scanner needs permission to store documents on your phone.
2. Camera: Scanner app needs permission to use the camera to scan documents.
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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May 15, 2022
I'm very much disappointed with the app. Very much time consuming. I'm trying to submit my assignment from 2.30pm and now it's 5pm. It take too much time too get load and the advertisements are too much irritating. I can't even watch the documents from file. If I send it I have to redownload it and then send again only then will go separate files wheather it sends the links and takes much time to load. Worse app!!! It's camera is not so good as well. You have to use your phone camera to get.
542 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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February 16, 2022
Document scanner app works amazing everything. I absolutely lovit... best part the app works when you have no data it's amazing . The app works fast its perfect all its features. The ads is not as annoying like other apps . On this app you get no adds when u have no data but once u you connect to internet then it shows short add that you can end easily without getting annoyed.... awsoom app I lovit ! Does what it's suppose to do â�¤
162 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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March 17, 2021
This by far is the worst kinda app you'll ever download. I had forced ads even when not on the app. For the life of me I just couldn't work out where the virus was coming from. It would pop up whilst on pokemon Go, or on Facebook And even texting was difficult, because ads would pop up every 2 mins. The fact I have a very expensive phone I just felt heartbroken. However some clever IT work and I found this little scum app had created a file with viruses in it. Most reviews here are fake.
503 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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